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With over a century of experience in building 

fine pianos and other musical instruments, 

and as a leader in home and professional 

audio equipment, Yamaha has a deep affinity 

with music and musicians. The two new  

models of POCKETRAK (C24 and W24) incor-

porate 24bit/96kHz sound quality and superb 

operating ease giving both professional and 

amateur musicians all the recording capabili-

ties they want!

Sound quality has been the driving force behind the  

development of these pocket recorders however prac

ticality has definitely not been forgotten. Both the C24 

and W24 are supplied with 2GB of internal memory 

New digital Recorders with  
superior sound quality

allowing them to record up to 13 hours of mp3 quality 

recording ‘straight from the box’ and if the internal 

2GB storage is not enough, both models are expan

dable using standard microSD cards. With the fastest 

startup time of any portable recorder these new PO

CKETRAKs are ready to record within 4.5 seconds. 

They both feature an onboard speaker for checking 

recordings while on location and come supplied with 

Cubase AI5 software allowing for detailed productions 

to be created back in the studio.  Both models also 

include a handy peak limiter, tuner and metronome.

The entry level C24 delivers 24bit/96kHz sound quali

ty in the world’s smallest size and is packed with help
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ful features. The innovative attachment clip allows it 

to be placed almost anywhere from a music stand to a 

drum kit. The C24 contains a high quality nondirectio

nal stereo microphone making it perfect for recording 

a wide area without having to move positions to pick 

out the different instruments. The C24 is simple to use 

and even easier to connect to a host computer thanks 

to its internal USB connector. Simply slide it out and 

plug it in! Suddenly all your recording files are availa

ble from your computer.

The new W24 also delivers 24bit/96kHz audio. At 

only 92grams the W24 is also incredibly compact and 

lightweight. W24 features a large dual XY micropho

ne assembly for outstanding stereo sound quality and, 

what’s more, recording is more convenient than ever 

thanks to the supplied wireless remote control. It’s the 

perfect choice for effortless recording in the studio, 

on the stage or on location. The microphone on a 

pocket recorder is extremely important in determining 

sound quality, and the sensitivity and coverage of this 

XY dual mic assembly are truly superior. The W24 

also has Internal scene memories allowing favourite 

settings to be saved for instant recall. 

POCKETRAK Features

•	24	Bit	/	96	kHz	Recording

•	2	GB	memory,	expandable	by	microSD	cards

•	Formats:	WAV	(24	or	16	Bit)	and		

mp3	(up	to	320	kpbs)

•	Tuner	and	Metronome

•	Peak	Limiter

•	Combined	Line/Microphone	input	and	Line/

Headphone	output	(3,5mm)

•	Built-in	speaker

POCKETRAK W24

•	Wireless	remote	control	included

•	X-Y	stereo	microphone

•	Weight:	97	g	(incl.	battery)

POCKETRAK C24

•	Attachable	clip

•	Omnidirectional	stereo	microphone

•	Weight:	57	g	(incl.	battery)
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Music Fair 2010 in Frankfurt (Main)

It‘s spring 2010 and of course Yamaha will 

show its highlights and news from its broad 

product portfolio in the Forum hall on the  

yearly Frankfurter Music Fair. On two of the 

set up stages the new musical instruments of 

the Music Production range will be demon

Live Stage (cabin) MP / E-Drum Stage
10:00  10:30 Michel Voncken  Tyros 3
10:30  11:00 Peter Bartmans   CVP509 Simon Edgoose  DTX 950k
11:00  11:30 Stefan Pintev   EViolins Bert  Smorenburg  CP1/CP5/CP50 & S90XS
11:30  12:00 Thorsten Skringer   Sax Simon Edgoose  DTXM12
12:00  12:30 Rüdiger Baldauf  Trumpet Peter Bartmans   CP1
12:30  13:00 Glenn Hughes & Band, Designed to Rock Dave Goodman   SRT Guitars
13:00  13:30 Glenn Hughes & Band, Designed to Rock Simon Edgoose & Martyna Hodges
13:30  14:00 Bert  Smorenburg  CP1 & S90XS Dave Goodman  SRT Guitars
14:00  14:30 Tiemo Hauer   CVP509 Simon Edgoose  DTX 950k
14:30  15:00 Baldauf Bert  Smorenburg  CP1/CP5/CP50 & S90XS
15:00  15:30 Thorsten Skringer   Sax Dave Goodman  SRT Guitars
15:30  16:00 Bert  Smorenburg  CP1 & S90XS Simon Edgoose  DTXM12
16:00  16:30 Glenn Hughes & Band, Designed to Rock Peter Bartmans   CP1
16:30  17:00 Glenn Hughes & Band, Designed to Rock Simon Edgoose & Martyna Hodges
17:00  17:30 Michel Voncken  Tyros 3 Bert  Smorenburg  CP1/CP5/CP50 & S90XS
17:30  18:00 Dave Goodman   SRT Guitars Simon Edgoose  DTX 950k

* This schedule is subject to change

strated. So if you are going to visit the fair on 

Saturday, 27th of March, you definitely should 

consider to spare some time to see our shows. 

To get you perfectly prepared for that here‘s 

the schedule when and who will play which 

instrument on which stage. 

Photo: Messe Frankfurt, Jochen Günther www.jgfoto.de
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It is a year now that the soundlibrary „Drum 

Performer“ is available for MOTIF XS and 

MOTIF ES. It features a comprehensive collec-

tion of „real drums“ having been sampled in 

several sessions by the Hamburg based drum-

mer Eckart Schoenmann and edited by Peter 

Krischker (EASY SOUNDS). Since its debut the 

soundlibrary was updated twice.

Additionally special versions of „Drum Performer“ 

for Apple Logic, Steinberg Cubase, and Ableton Live 

are introduced. With their help even those who do not 

own a MOTIF ES or XS with its integrated sampling 

feature can now use the drumsounds.

The first update came close after the debut of the 

product and increased the overall quality. The second 

update now increases the overall value of the „Drum 

Performer“.

The basic features

But first some words about the most important basic 

features of the soundlibrary.

MoTif Xs / Es: drum Performer Reloaded

The current version of the the MOTIF XS / ES version 

of the „Drum Performer“ contains:

•	44	User	Drum	Voices	(Drumkits)

•	40	Arpeggio	Performances	for	MOTIF	XS	(some	

are	modified	factory	Performances)

•	16	Arpeggio	Performances	for	MOTIF	ES	(some	

are	modified	factory	Performances)

•	128	User	Arpeggios	(some	are	remixed	versions	

of	Preset	Arpeggios)

•	450	User	Waveforms

•	220	MB	Samples

Although only „real drums“ have been used to create 

the new drumsounds some of them have a more 

electronic character due to experimental editing. These 

sound are perfect for certain electronic musical styles 

like Chill Out, Ambient, or RnB.

A sepcial highlight of the soundsets are the Perfor

mances that can instantly be used in a musical context. 

They are inspiring and invite you to play. 

This	GMS	drum	kit	from	Eckart	Schoenemann	is	one	of	the	two	kits	having	been	sampled	for	„Drum	Performer“	
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Even livekeyboardists who normally need no special 

drumsounds will get to like this soundset for the way 

the drumsounds are integrated into the Performances, 

making them perfect for rehearsing or for preparing 

arrangements.

The production itself did not use the normal recor

ding procedure by recording a drumkit as a whole in 

a certain setting. Instead each druminstrument was 

recorded in a row of different soundsettings resulting 

in several variants. 

We especially concentrated on Bassdrums, Snare

drums, and Cymbals. These instruments are featured 

in their own „InstrumentKits“ besides the normal 

drumkits.

By using several microphone settings and special 

recording techniques we achieved a broad variety of 

sounds. In the result the drums sound dry, fat, and 

punchy. Since most of the instruments were sampled 

without any effects they can be perfectly tweaked by 

EQs and effects.

The following drum equipment was used:

•	Drumkit	Pearl	MMX	22”,	13”,	16”

•	Drumkit	GMS	22”,	10”,	12”,	14”,	16”

•	HiHat	A	Zildjian	15“	(vintage	60ies)

•	HiHat	K	Zildjian	14“

•	Ride	K	Zildjian	Custom	20“

•	Ride	A	Zildjian	20“	Heavy-Ride

•	Ride	A	Zildjian	20“	(vintage	60ies)

•	Crash	Paiste	2002	15“

•	Crash	Paiste	2002	16“

•	Crash	Paiste	2002	17“

•	Crash	Sabian	AA	20“

•	Crash	Sabian	AA	13“

•	China	A	Zildjian	20“

•	Gong	Zildjian	32“

•	Snare	Tama	Starclassic	14“

•	Snare	Mapex	13“

•	Snare	Sonor	14“	(vintage	60ies)

•	Snare	GMS	14“

Since the organisation of the drumkits is similar to 

the Preset Drum Voices most of the Preset Drum 

Arpeggios of the MOTIF XS can be used with the new 

drumkits. The soundset also includes 128 User Arpeg

gios. Many of them are the result of MIDIrecording 

the live performance of a Drummer using the Yamaha 

DTXtreme III. Others are „remixed“ versions of  

This	Pearl	MMX	is	the	second	kit	having	been	sampled	for	„Drum	Performer“
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MOTIF XS Preset Arpeggios to perfectly match 

them with the new drumkits.

first update May 2009

For the first update we had the idea to feature stereo 

recordings of the drum instruments in addition to 

the direct recording (with microphones placed in 

front of each drum instrument). Thus giving a more 

spaceous or „live“ timbre to the sound including 

the acoustics of the recording room. Compared to 

the recordings of the first sessions these „stereo 

session“ were easier: We simply hooked two superb 

microphones to the great preamps of an i88x and 

recorded their signal with Logic on a Mac.

This effort resulted in more than 100 samples 

(80 MB) more for the drum library, making eight 

drumkits. These new „Stereo Live Drums“ also found 

their way into a large part of the Performances. Since 

the maximum of 32 User Drumkits already had been 

reached with the first version of „Drum Performer“ the 

second version is stored in a seperate file.

The eight new drumkits are named „Live Kit Ste

reo 1  8“  making clear what they are all about:  

realistic, spaceous live sound in stereo. You get the 

feeling of standing right in front of the drummer!

The recent update

By the end of 2009 new versions of the Drum 

Performer were produced: Special versions for Logic, 

Cubase, and Ableton Live. These contained the same 

samples as the MOTIF versions.

The Logic version features Drumkits for the Logic

Instrument „Ultrabeat“. Additionally we used Logic 

effects to tweak the drumkit‘s sound. The results of 

this programming were impressive  and so we deci

ded to use these new sounds as samples for the Cubase 

and Ableton versions and create four new MOTIF 

XS / ES drumkits. 

These „processed“ drumkits (called „Live Pro“) sound 

more modern and more brilliant than ever. They are 

perfect for musical productions in current styles.

You can hear them in this demo of the new MOTIF 

XS Performances:

http://www.easysounds.eu/DrumProPerfXS.mp3

The four new drumkits contain 41 User Waveforms 

from 20 MB of drum samples. Of course all other 

drumkits of the other versions are still contained in the 

soundset. 

The new content is available as a free update. Cus

tomers who have bought the MOTIF XS / MOTIF 

ES „Drum Performer“ should write an email to 

vertrieb@easysounds.de to retrieve the free update 

file. All registered customers were informed about the 

update via email in January 2010.

We	insisted	on	providing	high	class	cymbal	samples
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drum Performer for Logic, Cubase, and  
Ableton Live

As mentioned before there are now special versions 

of the „Drum Performer“ for Apple Logic, Steinberg 

Cubase, and Ableton Live.

All three versions contain 300 drumloops in WAV 

format and 20 „Loop Combinations“ which combine 

drumloops with instrument or synthloops. These 

let you experience the drumgrooves and sounds in a 

musical context. 

Some of the instrument and synthloops originate 

from other EASY SOUNDS products like KeyTraxx, 

VocalTraxx, or Organ Session for instance.

The Loop Combincations can be loaded as Cubase 

Projects. You are free to use them as a basis for your 

own musical production.

The drumloops are based on the drumsounds of the 

MOTIF versions.

Additionally the versions for Logic and Ableton Live 

contain drumkits for their builtin sampler softwares 

(EXS24 and Ultrabeat for Logic, Impulse for Ableton 

Live).

Review in sound & Recording

The „Drum Performer“ was the subject of a review in 

the german magazine „Sound & Recording“ 02/2010 

(page 70). This review concentrates on the Logic ver

sion. But since all versions are based on the very same 

samples, the results of the review regarding the overall 

quality of the product is valid for the other versions as 

well.

Here‘s a short excerpt of the review:

„The	samples	sound	round	and	punchy	and	can	

be	played	in	an	authentic	style.	The	grooves	have	

a	certain	un-nervous	understatement	and	are	

natural.	They	don‘t	distract	with	fiddle-bits	nor	are	

they	overdone	as	it	is	often	the	case	with	electronic	

drumloops.

Conclusion:	Easy	Sounds	features	an	astounding	

flexibility	and	so	supports	every	working	style.	The	

grooves	are	organic	and	punchy.	It	is	clear	that	

600	MB	of	samples	can	not	compete	with	gigabyte-

collections	like	BFD	et	al.	But	at	this	price	the	

result	is	great.“

Further information and demos can be found in the 

EASY SOUNDS webshop:

http://www.easysounds.de
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It is quite easy to effectively alter the drumkits present 

in your MOTIF. But some more background informa

tion can be quite useful, too.

It is recommended to use the editor software supplied 

with the MOTIF, for it will give you a better and  

larger overview of the parameters.

The following text describes the editor of the MO

TIF XS, MOTIFRACK XS, and S90 XS/S70 XS 

but is mostly valid for the editors of MOTF ES, 

S90 ES, MO6 / MO8, and MOTIFRACK ES.

With the editor you are able to change Preset Drum

kits and User Drumkits.

But if you want to edit an User Drumkit you first 

have to dump it into the editor software. This is 

done by a data synchronisation between the MO

TIF XS and the editor. Activate the Voice mode in 

the editor and the option Voice in the sync window.

As soon as the synchronisation is done open the Voice 

Library in the editor and select the Bank view. at the 

bottom of the list you will find the directories „Drum 

GM“, „Drum Preset“, and „Drum User“.

Call up a Drumkit by doubleclicking on it, for instance 

the Drumkit „Live Kit Pro 1“ from the „Drum Perfor

mer“ library. You can select any other Drumkit,  

of course.

Tips & Tricks: Editing MoTif drumkits
If you are after your own individual drum 

sounds you would not use the preset drumkits 

nor the drumkits of the optinal soundlibrary 

„Drum Performer“ without altering them.
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On the right side of the screen  

the parameter categories are dis

played:

Like Normal Voices the Drum 

Voices feature two main catego

ries: Common Edit (Voice Com

mon at the top) and Element Edit 

(Drum Key at the bottom).

But unlike Normal Voices the 

Drum Voices not only feature eight 

Elements  here each key between 

C0 and C6 is an Element. These 

can be selected using the keyboard 

of your MOTIF or the virtual key

board of the editor software.

Lets begin with a very common 

task:

Say you want to change the  

Bassdrum sound on key C1.

Play or press C1 to select its Element and click on 

Oscillator/Pitch.

The upper part of the editor window will then look 

like this:

In the top right corner you can see the OSC section. 

Here the User Wave 132 „BD_PRO4C“ is selected.

Click on User wave to open 

the Wave Library where 

you can select another 

Bassdrum:

Here the list of the User 

waveforms is active  

(directory „“). These are 

the Samples of drumsounds 

currently loaded into the 

MOTIF XS.

The category „Dr“ contains 

the Preset Drum Wave

forms.

Since the MOTIFRACK XS and the S90 XS / 

S70 XS do not feature any User Waveforms you only 

can acces the „Dr“ category.

Now you can step through the Keys of the selected 

drumkit and change the waveforms assigned to them 

to built up your own drumkit.

The next step would be to individually shape each Key 

with its tone generation parameters.

Each key features the parameter groups Oscillator/

Pitch, Filter, Amplitude, 

and LFO/EQ. If you are 

familiar with basic syn

thesis parameters these 

are quit selfexplaining. 

Otherwise you can refer 

to the Sounddesign Work

shop in the MOTIF News 

Guide editions 10/08 to 

04/09 if you want to learn 

more about these parameters. 

However for Drum Voices the number of parameters is 

smaller than for Normal Voices.
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The AEG Envelope for instance only features the De

cay parameter  which is absolutely sufficient for drum 

sounds. And it easens even more the programming of 

drumkits.

Here‘s a list of the most important parameters you 

would use to shape up your drum sounds:

Oscillator/Pitch

•	OSC	–	WaveBank	+	Number

•	Receive	Note	Off

•	 Ins	EffectOutput	/	ChorusSend	/	ReverbSend	/	

OutputSelect

•	TUNE	–	Coarse	/	Fine

Filter

•	Cutoff

•	Resonance

Amplitude

•	Level

•	Velocity	Sens

•	Pan

LFO/EQ

•	EQ	Type

•	Low	+	High	Parameter

Let me go on detail for two of these.

Receive Note off

Most drumsounds are set to sound as long as its 

sample lasts  no matter how long the corresponding 

key was played or how the MIDI note event triggers 

it. In this case the parameter Receive Note Off is 

deactivated.

However if you do want the drumsound to be played 

just as long as the triggering note lasts  in other 

words you want it to care about NoteOff events  

you have to activate the Receive Note Off setting 

(see picture). This is useful for certain percussion 

instruments like Whistle or Guiro for example.

ins Effectoutput

This parameter dertemines the effect routing of the 

Element:

•	With	a	value	of	„A“	the	Element‘s	signal	is		

routed	to	Insert	Effect	A

•	With	a	value	of	„B“	the	Element‘s	signal	is		

routed	to	Insert	Effect	B

•	With	a	value	of	„Thr“	(=	Thru)	no	Insert	Effect	

is	applied.	Instead	Chorus	and	Reverb	Send	levels	

and	individual	Outputs	can	be	set.
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You have to remind the following if you are about to 

set InsEffect Output settings: If you route an Element 

to an Insert Effect you can not set individual Chorus 

and Reverb Send levels for it.

Instead the output signal of the Insert Effect can have 

its own Chorus and Reverb Send via the parameter 

„Ins Send“. But this setting affects all Elements that 

are routed to the same Insert Effect.

The Effect parameters themselves can be found in 

Voice  Common  Effect. Here the effect type and 

its settings can be selected. The routing of the Insert 

Effects can be set with the parameter „Connect“.

The most common setting would be „A > B“ (daisy 

chained). So if an Element is routed to Insert Effect A 

it will subsequently be affected by Insert Effect B, too.

With the Setting „parallel“ Elements can exclusively 

be routed to Insert A or B.

It might be difficult to find a setting with one single 

drumkit that will fit for your song. So perhaps you 

should use two or more drumkits in a song, each ha

ving its perfect effect settings for certain drum  

instruments. You could use one drumkit only for the 

Bassdrum and another for the Snaredrum. These can 

be taken from „normal“ drumkits or from drumkits 

who are spezialised to certain instruments (for  

instance PDR 057  All Kicks).

By doing this you are able to set all four effects (In

sert A, Insert B, Chorus, and Reverb) to be perfect for 

one drum instrument.

A Song Mixing then could contain these tracks:

•	Part	9	=	Kickdrum

•	Part	10	=	Snaredrum

•	Part	11	=	Toms

•	Part	12	=	Cymbals	(inkl.	HiHats)

•	Part	13	=	Percussion

Perhaps you simply try this method of drum sound 

design for yourself.

You‘ll be surprised about the difference in comparison 

to just using one single drumkit.

Peter	Krischker
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Motivation  but without „f“

The name of the instrument series MOTIF is quite often used for joking around  and not only by me. The 

name itself simply implies numerous variants of using it other way rounds. But for today I‘m really  

meaning the headline and want to write about motivation.

For a long time now I‘m interested in the motivation of the people around me, what caused them to do, 

what they did. Since there is often a lack of time or even braveness to directly ask them I mostly stick with 

presumptions. In many situations the motivation of a person is relatively clear. You may consider that the 

man walking alone on a lonely highway with a reserve barrel in his hands is not on the way to gather some 

more beer for his barbecue party. The little daughter not only hugs her father just for the fun of it if the 

iceman‘s van comes close. Ok, just considering.  

An example from my youth  to take a view on the other side of the story. I tried to park my car into a small 

space alongside the busy street of my town. Some time before I have noticed my car had its own life by 

activating its horn without being asked to do so. And while I slowly drove my car backwards to get it into 

this tiny parking slot my car began to fire its horn. Not just a short honk but a long and loud sound. You can 

imagine the reaction  visible and audible  from the passersby. Whatever these people thought was my  

motivation to disturb them with my honking, if they had only asked me (and thus changed their point of 

view) their riddle would have found a quick solution.

So there are situations in which it is very helpful to know the motivation of a person. It is enormous helpful 

in support situations. It is my day job to give support to people calling a telephone hotline. Sometimes the 

caller starts rushing finest details into my ears like „... I‘ve inserted the red lead into point 17 at row X3...“. 

Often this monologue goes on for what feels like ten minutes until I get to ask my counter question: „Well, 

but what‘s the problem? What do you want to do?“

Back to us musicians  having to deal more and more with the evil twists of technology. Some days ago I 

read the following in a forum: „The question is: Why do you ask?“ As awkward as it might sound at first  

this question is of some value. How often have you experienced a discussion in a forum‘s topic going round 

on details that become irrelevant in the end because a whole nother  mostly better  way was found to 

achieve the goal. The discussion can be shortened if the goal is clearly defined. 

So  how do I get out of here? I‘d like to motivate you to communicate in a straight and clear way  not only 

in the forums but in your life, too. Yes, that‘s the essence of it all. And now let me close this workshop with 

two wellknown words that need no translation: Keep motifated! Until next time 

Yours	hape13

hape 13‘s column
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s70 Xs / s90 Xs Quick Guide: The Performance Creator

As said in the previous part of this workshop the 

Performance Creator lets you setup split and layer 

sounds in a fast and easy way  which is perfect for 

live situations..

The three buttons for the Performance Creator are 

located between the mode buttons and the bank select 

buttons. Following their position from left to right 

we‘ll begin with the [LAYER] function.

setting up a layer sound

In synthesizerworld a layer sound means two or more 

sounds played simultaneously. Since the Voices of the 

S70 XS / S90 XS themselves can contain up to eight 

Elements you can even build layers in Voices.  

However in a Performance up to four Voices can be 

layered.

The following examples are all started from within the 

[VOICE] mode.

But first some words about the [CATEGORY 

SEARCH] function. Below the buttons [A] to [H] 

you‘ll find two rows of different Voice Categories. 

You can use the [INC]/[DEC] buttons or the Dial 

to navigate through the categories. The fastest way 

would be via the numerous buttons on the panel. The 

second row of Categories can be reached by pressing 

the corresponding button twice. For the following 

examples it would be useful if you select the same 

Voices as indicated  or at least use a Voice of the 

same Category. Of course you are allowed to select 

any Voices you want, but then do not complain your 

results sound different. 

Now if you please do the following:

For Part 1 (P1):

•	Activate	[VOICE]	mode

•	Press	[CATEGORY	SEARCH]	and	button	[B]	

(KEYBOARD)

•	Use	the	cursor	[►]		to	jump	to	the	list	view

•	Select	PRE1	028	-	„R&B	Soft“	([INC]	or	Dial)

•	Press	[ENTER]

By hape13

New Stage Synthesizer  new tools! That‘s why 

today‘s topic will be the new Performance 

Creator. Some „hands on“ examples will  

describe you its possibilities.. 
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When you now press the [LAYER] button two things 

happen: The mode changes from [VOICE] to  

[PERFORM], the buttons [LAYER] and [CATEGORY 

SEARCH] flash, and the display changes to sound 

selection (Layer). Now the Performance Creator 

proposes you a Category that matches your selected 

sound, in this example it‘s „Strings“. The first Preset 

sound from this Category is layered under the EPiano 

sound available on the whole keyboard. But I prefer to 

use a pad sound.

For Part 2 (P2):

•	Press	[LAYER]

•	Main:	2x	[B]	(Pads)

•	Use	the	cursor	[▼]		to	select	„Sub“

•	Press	[INC]	2x	to	change	to	<WARM>

•	Use	the	cursor	[►]	to	jump	to	the	list	view

•	Select	PRE6	002	-	„Nu	warmPad“	(using	[INC]	

or	Dial)

•	Press	[ENTER]

The display now changes to your „New Performance“ 

 that‘s what you just created without having used the 

[EDIT] mode.

Now lets presume you want to enhance the harmonic 

spectrum of your new Performance. That‘s were the 

Performance Control buttons on the left come into 

play (as described in the first part of this workshop). 

They let you select single Parts or the Performance 

as a whole (via [COMMON]). Press [COMMON] 

and select [TONE] for the control knobs. The Tone 

display appears showing you the current settings of 

the knobs. The two rows below the knob symbols in 

the display show the current (top) and the original 

value (bottom).

When you tweak a knob the Display shows the selec

ted value  Cutoff in this example. The current value is 

shown in larger numbers, the original value in smaller 

numbers below.

Now set the value to +15. Which works nicely for 

the EPiano sound, but now the Pad sound has got 

to much Cutoff. It‘s important to know that the first 

Voice (the EPiano) from where you started the  

Performance Creator is set to Part 1. The Pad is on 

Part 2. So instead of the [COMMON] button now 

press the [PART SELECT] button for Part 2 and  

decrease the Cutoff for the Pad as you like. 

Now perhaps you might think the Pad has got to much 

Chorus. To change that press the button left to the 

faders to assign them to the CHO SEND.
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Again the display shows what you are doing with the 

faders  with every press on the button this will change 

corresponding to the selected assignment. First are the 

Volume settings.

After two more presses CHO SEND is selected and 

you can use the second fader to set the Chorus Send 

level for Part 2.

So once you are satisfied with your settings you 

should store the Performance.

Press [STORE]  the display shows „Performance 

Store“ suggesting you the first memory of the first 

Performance User Bank. The bottom row displays the 

name of the Performance that‘s currently stored on 

this memory location.

You can press the [BANK] buttons to select another 

bank and find an empty memory to store your new 

Performance on. 

Of course you can give your Performance a name:

•	Press	[EDIT]

•	Select	[COMMON]

•	Press	[ENTER]

•	Select	„Name“

•	Press	[ENTER]	2x

Now enter the characters as described in the first part 

of this workshop.

setting up a split sound

The next function of the Performance Creator is the 

[SPLIT] function. It is very similar to the [LAYER] 

function. But remind the automatic Part assignment: 

If you call up the [LAYER] or [SPLIT] function from 

within the [VOICE] mode your current Voice is assi

gned to Part 1. The second Voice is assigned to Part 

2. If you use the [SPLIT] function, the current Voice 

is set to be in the upper part of the keyboard  to the 

right of the keyboard‘s Split Point. But anyway it is on 

Part 1 with the most left fader, knob, and Part buttons. 

So this might be somewhat confusing. That‘s why I 

recommend to begin with the Voice for the lower part. 

The following example of a Bass/Organ combination 

does this. So now enter the [VOICE] mode and select 

a bass Voice you like.

For Part 1 (P1):

•	Enter	[VOICE]	mode

•	Press	[CATEGORY	SEARCH]	and	button	[E]	

(BASS)

•	Use	the	cursor	[►]	to	jump	to	the	list	view

•	Select	a	Bass	sound	you	like	([INC]	or	Dial)

•	Press	[ENTER]

For Part 2 (P2):

•	Press	[SPLIT]	button

•	Main:	Presse	[C]	(Organ)

•	Cursor	(2x)	[▼]	to	go	to	[LO/UP]

•	Press	[INC]	to	switch	to	„Upper“

•	Use	the	cursor	[►]	to	jump	to	the	list	view

•	Select	an	Organ	sound	you	like	([INC]	or	Dial)

•	Press	[ENTER]

Now again a „New Performance“ is created with a 

Split Point set to C3. The lower part of the keyboard 

plays the Bass, the upper the Organ, and even the Part 

buttons, knobs, and faders correspond to the position 

of the sounds on the keyboard. You can use them to 

edit the Part‘s Cutoff, effect send etc. as described 

above for the layer sound..
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A common task for the [SPLIT] function is to shift 

the notes so that the Voices sound in the right octave 

despite their position on the keyboard.

For Part 1 (P1):

•	Press	[EDIT]

•	Select	[PART]	1

•	Use	the	cursor	[►]	to	switch	to	„Play	Mode“	

•	Press	[ENTER]

•	Cursor	(5x)	[▼]	to	select	„Note	Shift“

•	Set	to	+12	([INC]	or	Dial)

Set the Note Shift values to match your sounds, if 

needed repeat it for Part 2. It does make sense to edit 

this parameter in a row for all Parts  simply switch 

between the Parts using the PART SELECT buttons, 

the display will stay at the parameter. Once you have  

finished exit the [EDIT] mode by pressing [EXIT] (3x) 

until the display shows „New Performance“ again.

Now we want to enter another Split for some Brass 

sounds.

For Part 3 (P3):

•	Press	[SPLIT]

•	Main:	Press	[G]	(Brass)

•	Cursor	(2x)	[▼]	to	go	to	[LO/UP]

•	Press	[INC]	to	switch	to	„Upper“

•	Use	the	cursor	[►]	to	jump	to	the	list	view

•	Select	an	Brass	sound	you	like	([INC]	or	Dial)

•	Press	[ENTER]

After having pressed [ENTER] (the display shows 

„New Performance“ again) you might notice the  

Organ can now be played over the whole keyboard 

while the Bass is in the lower part and the Brass in the 

upper part..

Here‘s when you have to use the button [MIXING]. 

It offers you three display pages of fast access to im

portant parameters of the Performance. Page 1 gives 

you an overview of the selected Voices. You can select 

other Voices here for the Parts, for instance by using 

the [CATEGORY SEARCH] function.

Use the cursor buttons [▲►▼◄] to navgiate through 

the parameters. By going to the right you can switch 

to the other pages. You can jump to the pages by 

pressing [SHIFT]+cursor [◄►]. Page 2 of the PER

FORMANCE MIXING features the Volume and Pan 

parameters of the Parts.

Since these parameters can be directly accessed using 

the knobs and faders we skip this page and go to 

page 3. Here‘s an overview of the Split relevant para

meters for all four Parts.

To quickly navigate in this page use your left hand to 

press the Part Select buttons and your right hand to 

press the cursor buttons. The available parameters are 

the „Key Range“, the „Split Point“, and the assign

ment to „upper/lower/both“.
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In theory the keyboard features one Split Point. The 

part assignment refers to this Split Point. The „upper“ 

part is to the right of it, „lower“ is to the left of it, 

while „both“  you might guess it  is both sides of it. 

But you can add some Split Points by using the Key 

Range of the Parts. You can set the values for Key 

Range and the Split Point by holding down [SHIFT] 

and playing the corresponding key on the keyboard. 

Which easens the data entry a lot. But now back to our 

example.

As you see Part 2 is set to both, that‘s why the Organ 

sound plays on the whole keyboard. Change that value 

to „upper“ and it will stop that. 

But now set all values in this page to the following 

recommended values which make up a pretty useful 

Split Sound. (To set the Split Point use the cursor 

buttons to get in the upper right corner.) 

•	Use	the	cursor	buttons	[▲►▼◄]	to	highlight	

„SPLIT“	(see	picture)

•	Hold	dhown	[SHIFT]	and	play	G#1	on	the	

keyboard

•	Select	[PART]	2	(Organ)

•	Set	the	Key	Range	to	G#1	-	F#4	(by	holding	

[SHIFT]	and	playing	the	corresponding	notes)

•	Select	[PART]	3	(Brass)

•	Set	the	left	value	of	the	Key	Range	to	G4	

•	Press	[ENTER]

Now all three Parts are set over the keyboard without 

any Layers. What‘s next to make this Performance 

perfect? You could use the Note Shift to change the 

pitch of the Voices. Or you could decrease the Reverb 

Send Level for the Bass by using the Fader for Part 1.

•	Select	„REV	SEND“	as	fader	function

•	Move	fader	1	to	reduce	the	value	as	desired

•	Edit	other	Parts	as	you	like

The concept behind the S70/90 XS is to give fast and 

direct access to the most important parameters. You 

might have noticed that the [EXIT] button is perhaps 

less used than ever. Even from the deepest menus it is 

just one press of a button to get you where you want to 

be, e.g. pressing the select button for the faders brings 

you to their function, no matter where you‘ve been 

before.

Back to our example  I‘d like to deactivate the mo

dulation for the Bass so that it doesn‘t get a tremolo 

when I use the Modulation to change the speed for the 

Organ‘s Leslie effect.

•	Press	[EDIT]

•	Select	[PART]	1	(Bass)

•	Use	the	Cursor	[►▼]	to	highlight	„Rcv	Sw“

•	Press	the	Cursor	[▼]	5x

•	Change	the	value	for	„Modulation	Wheel“	from	

„on“	to	„off“	using	[INC]
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And while we‘re at it we could deactivate PitchBend 

for the Organ.

•	Press	[EDIT]

•	Select	[PART]	2	(Organ)

•	Use	the	Cursor	[▲►▼◄]	to	highlight	„Play	

Mode“

•	Set	the	values	for	„PB	Range	Upper“	and		

„Lower“	to	0	(Page	2	of	the	„Play	Mode“	menu)

Combining Layers and splits 

Of course you are able to combine the Layer and the 

Split function.

Let‘s build a sound combination that‘s often used in 

„real life“. The right hand needs a sound to play a 

LeadSynthSolo, while the left hand plays a layer

sound of EPiano and Strings. At first you should think 

about the Part assignment to have the faders and knobs 

assigned to the sound corresponding to the position 

on the keyboard. Part 1 should be EPiano, Part 2 the 

Strings, and Part 3 the Lead Synth. Follow these steps 

to build the sound:

For Part 1 (P1):

•	For	Part	1	(P1)

•	Enter	[VOICE]	mode

•	Press	[CATEGORY	SEARCH]	and	[B]		

(KEYBOARD)

•	Use	the	cursor	[►]	to	jump	to	the	list	view

•	Select	PRE1	027	„Vintage	‚74“

•	Press	[ENTER]

For Part 2 (P2):

•	Press	the	[LAYER]	button

•	Main:	[F]	(STRINGS	-	like	suggested)

•	Use	the	cursor	[▼]	to	highlight	„Sub“

•	Use	[INC]	2x	to	switch	to	<ENSEM>

•	Use	the	cursor	[►]	to	jump	to	the	list	view

•	Select	PRE4	036	„Lush“	([INC]	or	Dial)

•	Press	[ENTER]

Again there‘s a „New Performance“ created. The fol

lowing steps split the keyboard to achieve the sound 

combination intended.

For Part 3 (P3):

•	Press	[SPLIT]

•	Main:	[A	(2x)	(SYN	LEAD)

•	Use	the	Cursor	[▼]	to	highlight	„Sub“

•	Use	[INC]	to	switch	to	<ANALG>

•	Use	the	cursor	[▼]	to	highlight	„SPLIT	POINT“

•	Press	[SHIFT]	+	C2	(on	the	keyboard)	to	define	

the	Split	Point

•	Use	the	cursor	[▼]	to	highlight	[LO/UP]

•	Set	UPPER	by	using	the	[INC]	button

•	Use	the	cursor	[►]	to	jump	to	the	list	view

•	Select	PRE5	061	„Wind	Synth“	([INC]	or	Dial)

•	Press	[ENTER]
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And again you‘ll notice the EPiano is playable across 

the whole keyboard. The following steps will change 

this:

•	Press	[MIXING]

•	Call	up	page	3	using	[SHIFT]+Cursor	[►]	(2x)

•	Activate	Part	1	using	its	[PART	SELECT]	button

•	Highlight	„both“	using	the	Cursor	[►]

•	Use	[INC]	to	change	it	to	„lower“

•	Press	[EXIT]

Now for the Note shifting:

•	Now	for	the	Note	shifting.

•	Press	[EDIT]

•	Activate	Part	1	using	its	[PART	SELECT]	button

•	Highlight	„Play	Mode“	using	the	cursor	[►]

•	Press	[ENTER]

•	Highlight	„Note	Shift“	using	the		

Cursor	[▼]	(5x)

•	Change	the	Note	Shift	value	to	„+24“	(using	

[INC]	or	Dial)

•	Activate	Part	2	using	its	[PART	SELECT]	button

•	Change	the	Note	Shift	value	to	„+24“	(using	

[INC]	or	Dial)

•	Activate	Part	3	using	its	[PART	SELECT]	button

•	Change	the	Note	Shift	value	to	„-12“	(using	

[INC]	or	Dial)

As you like

To make this absolutely clear: All used Voices and 

values mentioned here are just examples. Feel free 

to select and change them as you like. Since the 

instrument stays at the last selected value in each 

menu to highlight it as soon as you reenter that same 

menu again you don‘t have to navigate through the 

parameter jungle  so you might not have to use the 

cursor buttons as mentioned in the steps, not so often 

or in other directions. Keep in mind that it is the 

parameter‘s name you have to navigate to.

Conclusion

I hope this workshop gave you a reallife insight on 

programming sounds using the Performance Creator. 

You should definetely use it to get a certain routine. 

You‘ll see it never was so easy and fast to achieve 

these results. Only for parameters like Note Shift or 

Controller assignment the [EDIT] button was nee

ded. If you want to use the Performance Creator in 

live situations on stage you should store some well 

suited Voices  the four Banks with 128 Voices each 

offer enough space. And you should use the Favorites 

Category so that you‘ll find your „standard“ Voices 

even faster.

But for now have fun with your instrument and come 

back to us in the next edition for the third part of the 

S70XS / S90 XS Quick Guide.

Yours	hp
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MOTIF XS Special Offer: XSpanded Bundle 2
In a special offer the MOTIF XS series of synthesizers will be delivered including DIMMs for the sample RAM  

plus a huge soundset. The bundle contains the following:

1	GB	SDIMM	sampling	memory	(SRP	229,-	€)

2GB	USB	stick	containing	a	huge	soundset	with	more	than	500	Voices	and	1	GB	of	samples:

•	„Organ	Session“:	Hammond	B3	sound	for	the	MOTIF	(SRP	32,-	€)

•	„Drum	Performer“	large	Real	Drums	Library,	40	Kits	(SRP	32,-	€)

•	„European	Loyalty	Program	V2“	3-layers	Yamaha	S700	piano,	Sweet	Voices	and	more

•	„MOTIF	ES	CD	ROM	Library“	containing	the	ES	bonus-sounds	in	XS	format

CUBASE	AI	(advanced	integration)

The suggested retail prices for the models of the MOTIF XS series (including 19% German VAT):

MOTIF	XS	6	=	2.914,31	€	

MOTIF	XS	7	=	3.390,31	€	

MOTIF	XS	8	=	4.044,81	€

Xspanded Bundle – the contents of the usB stick

The USB memory stick of the XSpanded Bundle contains more 

than 500 Voices and about 1 Gigabyte of samples. Here‘s a short overview:

European Loyalty Program – Version 2

The	European	Loyalty	Program	–	Version	2	features	the	S700	stereo	piano	of	the	Yamaha	S90	ES,	Sweet	Voice	from	

the	Tyros,	new	choirs	and	scatvoices,	a	best-of	compilation	of	optional	EASY	SOUNDS	soundsets,	and	a	WAV	file	

pool	with	200	WAV	files.	

EASY SOUNDS Library „Organ Session“

„Organ	Session“	emulates	the	sound	of	a	Hammond	B3	by	using	special	samples.	This	set	features	smacky		

Hammond	sounds	with	concise	key	click	and	controllable	Percussion,	rocky	organs,	Entertainer	settings,	sacral	

drawbar	registrations,	and	cool	jazz	organs.

EASY SOUNDS Library „Drum Performer“ 

„Real	Drums”	has	been	produced	in	several	complex	sampling	sessions.	The	drum	sounds	are	dry,	fat,	and	punchy.	

By	using	various	microphone	setups	and	special	recording	technologies	we	could	deliver	a	huge	sound	variety.		

40	drum	kits	with	200	MB.

MOTIF ES CD ROM Library

197	Normal	Voices,	6	Drum	Voices	and	ca.	150	MB	Samples.	Plus	220	MB	WAV	loops.
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MOTIF XS European Loyalty Program – Version 2
For two years now the “European Loyalty Program” 

offers MOTIF XS users additional highclass content, 

if they register them

selves at Yamaha..

Up to now only users 

who own several  

“qualifying” instru

ments from our compe

titors or have sold those 

instruments when they bought their MOTIF XS were 

allowed to benefit from this program.

The second version of the Loyalty Program is now 

open for all registered MOTIF XS users. This new 

version features a new Voice and Sample library with 

the following contents:

•	The	3-layers	Yamaha	S700	stereo	piano	(32	MB	

compressed)	of	the	Yamaha	S90	ES	which	is	known	

as	the	ultimate	piano	sound	from	Yamaha	synths

•	„Sweet	Voices“	from	the	Yamaha	Tyros	(Trumpet,	

Trombone,	Saxophone,	Panflute...)

•	New	Choir	and	Scatvoices

•	Best-of	compilations	of	optional	soundsets	from	

EASY	SOUNDS	(synths,	pads	&	atmospheres,	

organs...)

•	Best-of	compilation	of	the	Xpanded	series	from	

Yamaha	Europe	(converted	from	MOTIF	ES)

•	A	WAV	pool	containing	200	WAV	files	with		

93	MB	in	total.	These	are	drum	loops,	vocal	and	

vocoder	phrases,	sound	effects,		

and	atmospheres

Furthermore the Loyalty Program contains a  

comprehensive MOTIF XS Quick Guide in PDF  

format. This Quick Guide is compiled of all XS  

articles and workshops from the MOTIF News  

Guide. 

To register simply  

write an email  

with the keyword  

“Loyalty Program”  

to: 

musicproduction@yamaha.de

The following information is required:

•	Keyword:	European	Loyalty	Program	–		

Version	2

•	Name,	postal	address,	e-mail	address

•	Name	of	the	dealer	you	bought	your		

MOTIF	XS	from

•	Serial	number	of	your	MOTIF	XS

As soon as the registration process is complete the 

MOTIF XS user will receive an email from EASY 

SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file 

can be downloaded. The size of the download file is 

221 MB.

With requesting the European Loyalty program the 

user agrees that his email address will be forwarded 

to EASY SOUNDS and then used to send him the 

download link and the free MOTIF News Guide.

Alternatively the “European Loyalty Content  

Package” can be delivered on an USB memory stick, 

which must be ordered for a reasonable price from 

www.easysounds.de in addition to the email proce

dure mentioned above. Remember to add the keyword 

„XS Loyalty Program“ to your USB memory stick 

order.

Already registered MOTIF XS users can request an 

update by sending an email to:

motifnews@easysounds.de
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MoTif Xs soundset: “oriental instruments”
Registered MOTIF XS Users can enjoy a  

soundset from Yamaha Music Europe:  

„Oriental Instruments“ can be downloaded  

for free from Yamaha Music Europe.

The soundset contains the following:

•	36	Performances

•	128	Voices

•	7	User	Drum	Voices

•	32	User	Waveforms	of	oriental	instruments

•	70	MB	Samples

•	6	Turkish	Authentic	Micro	Tunings

„Oriental Instruments“ has been produced by turkish 

musicians and is developed for the use in both  

traditional and modern turkish music.

Authentic samples of oriental musical instruments 

plus the most popular turkish Micro Tunings are the 

basic building blocks of this soundset.

This free soundset can be requested by sending an  

email containing the keyword „Oriental“ and the 

serial number of your MOTIF XS to:

musicproduction@yamaha.de

In response to his request the user gets an email con

taining the link referring to the soundset and the login 

and password. The zipfile has a filesize of 58 MB.

With requesting the soundset the user agrees that his 

emailaddress will be forwarded to EASY SOUNDS 

and then used to send him the download link and the 

free MOTIF News Guide. 

Alternatively the soundset can be delivered on an USB 

memory stick, which must be ordered for a reason

able price from www.easysounds.de in addition to the 

email procedure mentioned above. Rember to add the 

keywords „Oriental Instruments“ to you USB memory 

stick order.

Nonetheless these special oriental instruments can be 

used in music styles like pop, world, chill out, ambient 

and whatever you can imagine.

The 128 Voices and 36 Performances are mostly built 

from the new User Waveforms and Samples. Some 

Voices are modified Preset Voices.

All already registered MOTIF XS users will auto

matically receive their personal download link with 

the next newsletter and so do not have to request the 

soundset..
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YAMAHA s90 Xs / s70 Xs  soundpackage
A free “Soundpackage” with additional highclass 

content is available for S90 XS / S70 XS users who 

register themselves at Yamaha. This Soundpackage is 

produced by EASY SOUNDS under contract to  

Yamaha Music Central Europe and contains the  

following:

Pop & Dance

This	Voice	Bank	features	128	professional	User	

Voices	compiled	from	popular	EASY	SOUNDS	

libraries	for	the	MOTIF	XS	and	the	MOTIF	ES	

Xpanded	series	from	Yamaha	Europe	converted		

for	the	S90	XS	/	S70	XS.

The	set	“Poc	&	Dance”	contains	Voices	from		

these	EASY	SOUNDS	soundsets:

•	Chill	Xperience

•	Dance	Xpanded

•	Magical	Pads

•	Mystic	Spheres

•	Stage	&	Studio

•	Synth	Xtreme

WAVPool

The	WAV	pool	contains	200	WAV	files	with	a	total	

size	of	93	MB.	These	are	drum	loops,	vocoder	

phrases,	sound	effects,	and	atmos.	

MOTIF News Guides

All	already	published	editions	of	the	“MOTIF	

News	Guide”	are	included	in	PDF	format.	

To register simply send an email with the keyword 

“S90 XS / S70 XS Soundpackage” to:

musicproduction@yamaha.de

The following information is required:

•	Name,	postal	address,	e-mail	address

•	Name	of	the	dealer	you	bought	your		

S90	XS	/	S70	XS	from

•	Serial	number	of	your	S90	XS	/	S70	XS

As soon as the registration process is complete the  

S90 XS / S70 XS user will receive an email from 

EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the 

file can be downloaded. The size of the download file 

is 136 MB.

Vocoder Dreamz

The	S90	XS	/	S70	XS	version	of	“Vocoder	Dreamz”	

features	40	Vocoder	Voices	and	a	comprehensive	

manual	on	how	to	use	them	with	the	S90	XS		

Vocoder.	The	User	Voice	Bank	is	divided		

as	follows:

•	1	–	16	Vocoder	Voices	(Vocoder	+		

Pad/Atmo/Synth)

•	17	–	36	Vocoder	Voices	(Basic	Type)

•	37	–	40	Vocoder	Voices	(LFO-Type)

With requesting the Soundpackage the user agrees 

that his email address will be forwarded to EASY 

SOUNDS and then used to send him the download 

link and the free MOTIF News Guide.

Alternatively the soundset can be delivered on an USB 

memory stick, which must be ordered for a reasona

ble price from www.easysounds.de in addition to the 

email procedure mentioned above. Rember to add the 

keywords „S90 XS / S70 XS Soundpackage“ to your 

USB memory stick order.
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MOTIF-RACK XS: Sound & Infopackage

MO6/8, S90 ES, MOTIF-RACK ES: Free Soundlibrary

The free “Sound & Infopackage” is available for all 

registered MOTIFRACK XS users. The registered 

user will receive an email with a password and link to 

the downloadable file. The file contains the following:

•	Soundset	„POP	&	DANCE“	with		

128	professional	Voices

To register simply send an email containing your 

name, address, and serial number of your MOTIF

RACK XS to:

musicproduction@yamaha.de

Remember to order the “Sound & Infopackage”. 

•	WAV-Pool	with	200	loops	and	audio-phrases

•	Demo	song	

•	PDF	file	of	a	comprehensive	guide	plus		

tips	&	tricks		

With registering you automatically subscribe to the 

free MOTIF News Guide. 

For some time now registered users of the Yamaha 

synthesizers MO6 / MO8, S90 ES, and MOTIF

RACK ES have the chance to get some sound goodies: 

After registration each user receives a password and 

link to a free sound and information package. 

This includes the soundset “Pop Xpanded” with  

192 profesional live and arpeggiosounds. For details 

on this soundset see the box to the right.

Furthermore a comprehensive documentation of the 

soundset, Quick Guides, demosounds, and other  

useful files are included.

To register simply send an email containing  

your name, address, and serial number of your  

instrument to:

musicproduction@yamaha.de

Remember to order the „Sound & Infopaket“. 

MO6 / MO8 / S90 ES / MOTIFRACK ES 
VoiceLibrary „Pop Xpanded“

This library contains 192 User Voices compiled from 

the MOTIF ES libraries “Arp Xpanded” and  

“Live Xpanded”.

User Voice Bank 1 is identical to “Arp Xpanded” and 

features 128 Voice based on 106 new User Arpeggio 

Phrases. (In the MOTIFRACK ES version the  

Arpeggiator is deactivated, since the RACK has no 

User Arpeggios.)

Voices 1 – 64 of the User Voice Bank 2 are identical 

to the 64 „LiveVoices“ of „Live Xpanded“. These are 

keyboard and synth sounds which are specially pro

grammed for pop, rock, dance, and live entertainment.

The Voices 65 – 128 of the User Voice Bank 2 are 

compiled by the best synthesizer sounds of the factory 

preset sounds from the MOTIF ES and MOTIF

RACK ES. . 
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YAMAHA MM6 / MM8: Software-Package „Live & Studio“
The free SoftwarePackage “Live & Studio” is avail

able for registered MM6 and MM8 users. The regis

tered user will receive an email with a password and 

and Controller events which set the effects and sounds 

of the MM6 / MM8 to be controlled in “PCMode” 

with 16 MIDI channels (multimode).

link to the downloadable file. 

The SoftwarePackage contains the following:

•	MM6	/	MM8	Live	Peformance	Bank	

•	Song-Templates	

•	Demo-Song	with	audio	and	MIDI	tracks	for	

Cubase,	Logic,	Standard	MIDI	File)

•	WAV	loop	pool	for	Cubase	+	Logic	(drums,	

synths,	vocals,	effects,	atmos)	

•	MM6	/	MM8	Quick	Guide

The 64 Performances for the MM6 are more suitable 

for live music than the more pattern orientated factory 

Performances.

The Song templates contain setup data in formats for 

Cubase, Logic, and standard MIDI file (SMF). They 

feature SysEx events, Bank Select, Program Change, 

The demo songs combine MIDI and audio tracks. 

The MIDI tracks control the MM6 / MM8. The audio 

tracks are used to play back samples from the included 

“WAV pool”.

To register simply send an email containing your 

name, address, and serial number of your  

MM6 / MM8 to:

musicproduction@yamaha.de

Remember to order the MM6 / MM8 Software 

Package “Live & Studio”. 

With registering you automatically subscribe to the 

free MOTIF News Guide.
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YAMAHA KX-Serie: X-Factor - DVD

But when we say “nice little present” it is somewhat understated, because it‘s a DVD titled “XFactor VST” and filled 

to the rim with sounds, samples, and software: More than 1,3 Gigabyte new HALionOne sounds from Sonic Reality, 

the S90 ES piano sample from Yamaha in HALionOne format, a special version of IK Multimedia‘s Sample Tank 

including sounds from highclass titles like the Miroslav Vitous Orchestral Library, Sample Moog, Sonic Synth 2 and 

others. There are special versions of FXpansion‘s BFD drum VST and of the Arturia Analog Factory 2 featuring sounds 

from Arturia‘s outstanding collection of virtual analogue synths. Audio loops from Sonic Reality and MIDI loops from 

Keyfax New Media round up this huge digital fund.

But that‘s not all: In addition to all those sounds you‘ll get coupons worth some hundred Euros plus valueable contribu

tions from Antares, ASK Videos, Broadjam, Electronic Musician, Obedia, Steinberg, and Tunecore.

Further information about the XFactor DVD can be found on the english special website  

www.xfactorvst.com

The registration is done by sending a simple  

email to: 

musicproduction@yamaha.de 

Please give us your name, your address, the model 

of your KX, and its serial number. 

Your registration automatically subscribes you to 

the free monthly MOTIF News Guide containing the latest news and tips & tricks for Yamaha Music Production  

instruments. 

Important note: This DVD can not be shipped outside Europe!

If you have decided for yourself to buy a MIDI controller keyboard of our KX series, we have more than congratu

lations for you: It is a nice little present – and all you have to do is to register yourself as owner of a KX by writing a 

simple email to Yamaha Europe.
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TENoRi-oN: European Voice & samplebank
Yamaha Music Europe and EASY SOUNDS  

provide their free soundlibrary “European  

Voice & Samplebank” to all registered  

TenoriOn users. 

The downloadable file (48 MB) contains the  

following:

•	18	Tenori-On	User	Voices	(Samplings)

•	4	Tenori-On	Demos	(AllBlock-Files)

•	268	Samples	in	WAV-Format	(19	MB)

•	Comprehensive	PDF	documentation

The User Voices feature multiple drum kits, sound 

effects, vocal / vocoder kits, and synth sounds. Here‘s 

an overview of the User Voices:

BA_MiniSquare.tnw	 FX_Atmo.tnw	

BA_Xbass.tnw	 	 FX_Long.tnw	

CO_CombKit1.tnw	 FX_Short.tnw	

CO_CombKit2.tnw	 SQ_DarkUni.tnw	

DR_AnalogKit1.tnw	 SQ_Xsynth.tnw	

DR_AnalogKit2.tnw	 VO_VocalsFemale.tnw	

DR_BreakKit.tnw		 VO_VocalsMale.tnw	

DR_XdrumAdd.tnw	 VO_VocoderFemale.tnw	

DR_XdrumBasic.tnw	 VO_VocoderMale.tnw

The samples used in the Voices are also provided as 

WAV files. Hence you can use the downloadable  

TenoriOn User Voice Manager to individually  

remap the drum and FX kits. This way you can  

    modify the supplied kits or  

    combine new ones from  

     the scratch.. 

The User Voices “CO_CombKit1” and  

“CO_CombKit2” demonstrate how the sounds can be 

combined in a creative way. They use samples from 

different sample directories. Combining sounds really 

widens the sound variety enormously. 

So if you want to set up your own kits from the WAV 

files you first should audition the samples using a file 

player, sampler, or audio sequencer. Then simply drag 

and drop the samples you want to use into the Voice 

Manager software. 

The soundlibrary also features some sequences.

If you are a TenoriOn user and want to have this 

soundlibrary you simply have to register yourself by 

sending an email containing your name, address, 

serial number, date and dealer where you purchased 

your instrument to:

musicproduction@yamaha.de
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Free Tutorial DVD for MOTIF XS users
The free tutorial DVD “The World of MOTIF XS” (English language) is available 

for all registered european MOTIF XS users.

The DVD procures comprehensive instructions on how to use a MOTIF XS in a 

music production environment. The running time of over 3 hours covers deep  

insights in topics like interactive Arpeggios, live performances, sampling,  

recording sessions, Cubase AI and much more.

To request this DVD simply write an email to:

musicproduction@yamaha.de

Please give your name, address, serial number of your MOTIF XS, and the  

keyword “The World of MOTIF XS”  even if you already are a registered  

MOTIF XS user. 

The request of this DVD can be combined with the request of any other “goodie” for MOTIF XS users, like the  

“European Loyalty Program”. Important note: This DVD can not be shipped outside Europe!

Cubase Ai tutorial videos for registered users
Thanks to the cooperation between Yamaha and 

Steinberg most of the recent instruments and mixing 

desks from the Yamaha Music Production range 

have the DAW software Cubase AI included – for 

those who do not own a DAW software yet this is 

one good reason more to buy from Yamaha. Even 

more Cubase AI is a music production tool with 

functions which were exclusive for highend studios 

not very long time ago.

Even better: European customers buying a Yamaha 

Music Production instrument with included Cubase 

AI software are qualified to request a free English language tutorial CD from ASK Video containing 23 videos on how 

to use Cubase AI4.

The CD is English language only and only available as long stocks last. So better be quick – request your CD by  

sending an email containing the serial number of your Yamaha instrument and your name and address to:

musicproduction@yamaha.de

MOTIF XS users can order this CD in combination with the tutorial DVD “The World of MOTIF XS”. 

Important note: This CD-ROM can not be shipped outside Europe!
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Easy Sounds for recent Yamaha synthesizers

„Stage & Studio“

for MOTIF XS/ES, MOTIFRACK XS/ES, S90 XS/ES, 
MO

• 128 Voices. The ultimate top40 and live set! 
• The version for MOTIF XS contains 40 additional  
Performances (split and layer sounds) perfect for stage

This universal collection features the most important 
standard instrument and synthesizer sounds for live gigging 
and entertainment. Outstanding performance and power. 
Testdriven by musicians.

„Dance Xpanded“

for MOTIF XS/ES, MOTIFRACK XS/ES, S90 XS/ES, MO
• 128 Voices, 64 WAV drum loops, 100 MIDI loops 
• 64 MB samples + 100 User Arpeggios (MOTIF ES) 

„Dance Xpanded” is the ultimate set for Dance, Trance, 
Electronic, Chill Out, and Pop. The 128 Voices include 
atmospheres, pads, leads, synth basses, chord synths, gated 
pads, and arpsounds. Top analogue sound and excellent new 
synth Waveforms!

„Hypnotic Stepz“

for MOTIF XS/ES, MOTIFRACK XS/ES, S90 ES, MO
• 128 Voices + 120 MB Waveforms (MOTIF XS/ES),  
163 drum loops + step sequencer emulation  
(Cubase/Logic)

This is the set for those MOTIF users having a faible for 
step sequencers and analogue synth sounds. Here you‘ll hear 
outstanding combinations of synth sounds, drum sounds, 
and drum grooves.

„Chill Xperience“

for MOTIF XS/ES, MOTIFRACK XS/ES, S90 XS/ES, MO
• 128 Voices + 6 demo songs (all versions)
• 24 Performances, 92 drum loops (MOTIF XS)

Soundset for Chill Out, Lounge, Ambient, New Age,  
Electronic, and related genres. These sounds offer a high 
degree of musical inspiration. Soft sound spheres, pleasant 
pads, spacy leads, chilling effects, remakes of traditional 
sounds...

„Synth Xtreme“

for MOTIF XS/ES, MOTIFRACK XS/ES, S90 XS/ES, MO
• 128 Voices + 124 MB synth Waveforms  
(MOTIF XS/ES)

The Voice Bank “Synth Xtreme” features a vast range of 
fat, analogue synth sounds in a highclass quality. They 
work perfect for Trance, Electronic, Techno, and many other 
genres of trendy pop music.

The combinations of synth sounds with drum and bass loops 
make an excellent basis for your own songs. Several demo 
tracks (each provided in many different formats) make your 
first steps easy as cake.

Synth Universe – Vol. 1 = „Magical Pads“

for MOTIF XS/ES, MOTIFRACK XS/ES, S90 XS/ES, 
MO

• 128 Voices, 64 MB synth Waveforms (MOTIF XS / ES)

„Magical Pads” features warm, analogue pad sounds with 
huge atmosphere. Refined with sweeps, swells, synth bras
ses, atmo sounds, and musical effect sounds.

Synth Universe – Vol. 2 = „Mystic Spheres“

for MOTIF XS/ES, MOTIFRACK XS/ES, S90 XS/ES, MO
• 128 Voices + 60 MB synth Waveforms (MOTIF XS/ES)

„Mystic Sphere” is perfect for Ambient and Electronic.  
It contains atmospheres, pads, sound effects, spacy  
synth leads, trance sounds, vocal pads, and analogue  
vintage sounds.

„Vocoder Dreamz“ 

for MOTIF XS
• 128 Voices + 64 Performances + 96 MB samples

„Vocoder Dreamz” combines vocoder Voices, vocal phrase 
kits, and drum loop kits. The Performances have some synth 
Voice Presets added. The vocal phrases and drum loops are 
controlled by User Arpeggios.  
Its speciality are the vocoder choirs.

„Organ Session“

for MOTIF XS/ES, MOTIFRACK XS/ES, S90 XS/ES, MO
• 128 Voices + 120 MB samples (MOTIF XS/ES)

This set is an impressive emulation of the legendary  
Hammond B3. Smacky organ sounds with concise key  
click and controllable percussion. Rocky and jazzy  
Hammond sounds...

„Drum Performer“

for MOTIF XS und MOTIF ES
• 40 drum kits, 400 drum samples (200 MB), Arpeggios...

Comprehensive soundset featuring „real drums“ recorded in 
several complex sampling sessions. These drums sound dry, 
fat, and punchy. Impressive live drum sound.

Pricing:

Each soundset (download / CDROM) = 32, EUR

These soundsets are exclusively available from:

EASY SOUNDS – Peter Krischker

Am Langberg 97 A

D-21033 Hamburg

Telephone: +49 40 - 738 62 23

e-mail: vertrieb@easysounds.de

Website: http://www.easysounds.de
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imprint & further links

Important websites for MOTIF users

Official international Yamaha website for  

synthe sizers including a comprehensive  

download section 

http://www.yamahasynth.com/

Official website of Yamaha Music  

Europe GmbH 

http://www.yamahaeurope.com

American MOTIF support website including  

message board + KEYFAX webshop + „XSpand 

Your World“ downloads 

http://www.motifator.com/

EASY SOUNDS website + webshop sounds and 

USB sticks for Yamaha synths 

http://www.easysounds.de

John Melas MOTIF Site 

Editor softwares for the MOTIF series 

http://www.jmelas.gr/motif/

MOTIF News Guide History

You can download all already published english 

editions as one single ZIP file using this link to the 

EASY SOUNDS website: 

http://www.easysounds.eu/NewsGuides_E.zip 

 

A full overview of the topics of all already  

published editions can be downloaded here: 

http://www.easysounds.eu/History.zip

Furthermore you can download a free MOTIF XS 

Quick Guide that is made of all single articles  

and workshops ever been published in the  

MOTIF News Guide:  

http://www.easysounds.eu/MotifXSGuide.zip

Yamaha MOTIF News Guide

The official News Guide about the Yamaha Music 

Production Synthesizers MOTIF XS, MOTIF ES,  

MO & S series and Computer Music Instruments

Published by

EASY SOUNDS 

Peter Krischker 

Am Langberg 97 A 

D21033 Hamburg 

Telephone: +49 40  738 62 23

in cooperation with

Yamaha Music Europe GmbH 

Siemensstraße 43 

D25462 Rellingen 

Telephone: +49 40  30 30

email: motifnews@easysounds.de

The free MOTIF News Guide is published monthly 

and contains news, tips & tricks, software offers, and 

interviews on and around Yamaha synthesizers of 

the MOTIF series, S series, MO series, MM series, 

TenoriOn, and articles about recording, software, and 

Computer Music Instruments.

You can subscribe or unsubscribe to the free MOTIF 

News Guide by sending an informal email to:  

motifnews@easysounds.de
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